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Inen Dekor is a company specialized in all kinds of woodwork. Considering this as companies’
primary activity, it is classified in the range of small business.

  

Its foundations date from the summer in 1972, when a single craftsman established his small
workshop, only 16 m² wide, equipped with a single wood-processing machine and few small
tools. Thanks to hard work and great persistence, in 1993 it registers as a small enterprise,
equipped with modern wood-processing machines, a number of workers and 50 m² of working
space, continuously growing to 500 m² covered working hall in the year 2000.

  

Today, Inen Dekor owns 800 m² working space, its own wood drying kiln, dry wood warehouse,
and completely renewed machine-park with numerous advanced wood-processing machines
and modern varnishing hall. The company continuously follows the latest development and
modernization trends according to European standards. 

  

Various woodwork  like  windows, interior and exterior doors, entrance doors made from
different types of wood, in standard or off-standard measurement taken directly from the
building object, are manufactured  by latest standards for thermo-isolation system combined
with soft lines. Additional protection of wood is made by varnishing with ecologically safe
varnishes and gloss-paints, or other kind of protection according to the customers wish.

  

Quality, due to the agreement period, full responsibility, and warranty for every product are the
main characteristics of our company.

  

We are very proud of our specialty in manufacturing various windows and doors made in a
specific style recognized in the old Macedonian architecture, but still containing the
thermo-isolation system. We have worked on plenty significant object trough all our country,
which are protected as culture inheritage. You can see our work in the old town of Ohrid, on the
house “Uranija”, the Robevcis’ house, Uzunovs’ house; in Bitola at Shirok Sokak, cloisters at the
monastery st. Jovan Bigorski, and st. Naum of Ohrid; the old Na-Ma house, todays Pro-Credit
bank exposure in Strumica; the NLW museum in Smilevo village; Binkas’ house in Kruševo;
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also several objects in region Small Prespa in Greece are equipped with our company’s made
woodwork.

  

Our long years of experience are in favor of manufacturing high quality products in serial and
off-serial production mode. As subcontractors, we have participated in many building tenders, in
Macedonia and other countries. We firmly stick to our motto for providing the best quality and
respecting the agreement period.

  

We are very open for collaboration with construction companies and individual investors.
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